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Abstract. In the present paper, we introduce and investigate the notion of a semi concurrent
vector field on a Finsler manifold. We show that some special Finsler manifolds admitting
such vector fields turn out to be Riemannian. We prove that Tachibana’s characterization of
Finsler manifolds admitting a concurrent vector field leads to Riemannain metrics. We give an
answer to the question raised in [3]: ”Is any n-dimensional Finsler manifold (M,F ), admitting
a non-constant smooth function f on M such that ∂f
∂xi
∂gij
∂yk
= 0, a Riemannian manifold? ”.
Various examples for conic Finsler and Riemannian spaces that admit semi-concurrent vector
field are presented. Finally, we conjectured that there is no regular Finsler non-Riemannian
metric that admits a semi-concurrent vector field. In other words, a Finsler metric admitting a
semi-concurrent vector field is necessarily either Riemannian or conic Finslerian.
Keywords: Finsler metric; C-condition; F -condition; CC-condition; SC-condition; Tachibana’s
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1 Introduction
Concurrent vector fields in Riemannian geometry and related topics have been studied before by
many authors, see for example [12, 14, 16].
In 1950, Tachibana [15] generalized the notion of a concurrent vector field from Riemannian
geometry to Finsler geometry and characterized the spaces admitting this kind of vector fields.
In 1974, Mastumoto and Eguchi [9] discussed the geometric consequences of the existence
of concurrent vector fields on Finsler manifolds. They showed that a concurrent vector field
controls the geometry of the underlying manifold.
Two years later, in 1976, Hashiguchi [4] treated a special kind of conformal change in Finsler
geometry introducing the concept of C-conformal change. Hashiguchi was able to show that some
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of the results obtained by Matsumoto and Eguchi in the case when a Finsler manifold admits a
concurrent vector field also hold when this space admit a C-conformal change.
In 2012, Youssef et. al. [17], have introduced the concept of a B-condition which generalizes
all the above mentioned concepts. They have shown that some of the results previously obtained
remain valid in this more general setting.
In 2012, Peyghan and Tayebi [13] have proved that ifM1f2×f1M2 is a doubly warped Finsler
manifold, with f1 constant on M1 and f2 constant on M2, then M1f2 ×f1 M2 is a Berwaldian
manifold if and only if M1 is Riemannain, M2 is Berwaldian and
∂f1
∂xi
C ijk = 0.
Recently, in 2015, Faghfouri and Hosseninoghi [3] have treated the question: Does there exist
a non-constant smooth function f on a Finsler manifold M such that
∂f
∂xi
C ijk = 0? They showed
that any two dimensional Finsler manifold admitting such a kind of function is necessarily Rie-
mannian. They conjectured that this should hold for a Finsler manifold of arbitrary dimension.
This problem, in a more general setting, is one of the main objects of the present paper.
In this paper, we investigate the relation between all the above mentioned concepts. We
focus our attention to the most general concept, which we call semi-concurrent vector field.
According to Tashibana’s theorem, we prove that a regular Finsler manifold which admits a
concurrent vector field is Riemannian. We study some special Finsler manifolds admitting a
semi-concurrent vector field. Various examples of non-Riemannain conic Finsler spaces admitting
semi-concurrent vector fields are given. We investigate the cases under which an n-dimensional
Finsler manifold (M,F ) admitting a non-constant smooth function f onM such that ∂f
∂xi
∂gij
∂yk
= 0
is a Riemannian manifold, giving an answer to the question of [3]. Finally, we conjuncture that
there is no regular Finsler metric admitting a semi-concurrent vector field. In other words, a
Finsler metric admitting a semi-concurrent vector field is necessarily either Riemannian or conic
Finslerian.
2 Notations and preliminaries
Let (M,F ) be an n-dimensional smooth connected Finsler manifold; F being the Finsler function
(Finsler metric or Lagrangian). Let (xi) be the coordinates of any point of the base manifold
M and (yi) a supporting element at the same point. We use the following terminology and
notations:
∂i: partial differentiation with respect to x
i,
∂˙i: partial differentiation with respect to y
i (basis vector fields of the vertical bundle),
gij :=
1
2
∂˙i∂˙jF
2 = ∂˙i∂˙jE: the Finsler metric tensor, where E :=
1
2
F 2 is the energy function,
li := ∂˙iF = gijl
j = gij
yj
F
: the normalized supporting element; li := y
i
F
,
lij := ∂˙ilj ,
hij := F lij = gij − lilj : the angular metric tensor,
Cijk :=
1
2
∂˙kgij =
1
4
∂˙i∂˙j ∂˙kF
2: the Cartan tensor,
C ijk := g
riCrjk =
1
2
gri∂˙kgrj : the h(hv)-torsion tensor,
Gi: the components of the geodesic spray associated with (M,F ),
N ij := ∂˙jG
i: the Barthel (or Cartan nonlinear) connection associated with (M,F ),
δi := ∂i −N
r
i ∂˙r: the basis vector fields of the horizontal bundle,
Gijh := ∂˙hN
i
j = ∂˙h∂˙jG
i: the coefficients of Berwald connection,
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Γijk :=
1
2
gir(δjgkr + δkgjr − δrgjk): the Christoffel symbols with respect to δi,
(Γijk, N
i
j , C
i
jk): The Cartan connection CΓ.
For the Cartan connection (Γijk, N
i
j , C
i
jk), we define
X ij|k := δkX
i
j +X
m
j Γ
i
mk −X
i
mΓ
m
jk: the horizontal covariant derivative of X
i
j ,
X ij|k := ∂˙kX
i
j +X
m
j C
i
mk −X
i
mC
m
jk: the vertical covariant derivative of X
i
j .
Now, we give the definition we shall adopt for a Finsler manifold.
Definition 2.1. A Finsler structure on a manifold M is a function
F : TM → R
with the following properties:
(a) F > 0 and F (0) = 0.
(b) F is C∞ on the slit tangent bundle TM := TM\{0}.
(c) F (x, y) is positively homogenous of degree one in y: F (x, λy) = λF (x, y) for all y ∈ TM
and λ > 0.
(d) The Hessian matrix gij(x, y) := ∂˙i∂˙jE is positive-definite at each point of TM , where E :=
1
2
F 2 is the energy function of the Lagrangian F .
The pair (M,F ) is called a Finsler manifold and the symmetric bilinear form g = gij(x, y)dx
i⊗dxj
is called the Finsler metric tensor of the Finsler manifold (M,F ).
Sometimes, a function F satisfying the above conditions is said to be a regular Finsler metric.
• When the metric tensor g is non-degenerate at each point of TM , the pair (M,F ) is called a
pseudo-Finsler manifold.
• When F satisfies the conditions (a)-(d) but only on an open conic subset A of TM (for every
v ∈ A and µ > 0, µv ∈ A), the pair (A, F ) is called conic Finsler manifold.
If, moreover, the metric tensor g is non-degenerate at each point of A, the pair (A, F ) is called
conic pseudo-Finsler manifold.
For more details about conic Finsler and conic pseudo-Finsler metrics we refer, for example,
to [5].
In the following, we give the definitions of the special Finsler manifolds we shall use in the
sequel.
Definition 2.2. A Finsler manifold (M,F ) is said to be Berwaldian if the Berwald tensor Ghijk :=
∂˙iG
h
jk = ∂˙i∂˙j ∂˙kG
h vanishes.
It is to be noted that [8],
Ghijk = 0⇐⇒ C
h
ij|k = 0⇐⇒ G
h(x, y) is quadratic in y ∈ TxM.
Definition 2.3. A Finsler manifold (M,F ) is called Landsbergian if the Landsberg tensor Lijk :=
1
2
FℓhG
h
ijk vanishes.
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It is to be noted that [8],
Lijk = 0⇐⇒ y
iChjk|i = 0.
Definition 2.4. [10] A Finsler manifold (M,L) of dimension n ≥ 2 is said to be C2-like if the
Cartan tensor Cijk satisfies
Cijk =
1
C2
CiCjCk,
where Ci := Cijkg
jk and C2 := CiC
i.
Definition 2.5. [7] A Finsler manifold (M,F ) of dimension n ≥ 3 is called C-reducible if the
Cartan tensor Cijk has the form:
Cijk =
1
n+ 1
(hij Ck + hkiCj + hjk Ci). (2.1)
Definition 2.6. [11] A Finsler manifold (M,L) of dimension n ≥ 3 is called semi-C-reducible if
the Cartan tensor Cijk is written in the form:
Cijk =
r
n+ 1
(hijCk + hkiCj + hjkCi) +
t
C2
CiCjCk, (2.2)
where r and t are scalar functions such that r + t = 1.
3 Semi-concurrent vector fields
Let (M,F ) be an n-dimensional smooth Finsler manifold.
Definition 3.1. [15] A vector field X i(x) on M is said to be concurrent with respect to Cartan
connection if it satisfies
Xh(x)Chij = 0, X
i
|j = −δ
i
j . (3.1)
The condition (3.1) will be called C-condition.
Definition 3.2. [4] The manifold M fulfils the C-conformal condition if there exists on M a
conformal transformation F = eσ(x)F such that
σh(x)C
h
ij = 0, (3.2)
where σh :=
∂σ
∂xh
. The condition (3.2) will be called CC-condition.
Definition 3.3. [3] Assume that there exists a non-constant smooth function f on M such that
fi(x)
∂gij
∂yk
= 0, (3.3)
where fi :=
∂f
∂xi
. The condition (3.3) will be called F-condition.
Definition 3.4. A vector field Bi(x) on M is said to be semi-concurrent if it satisfies
Bh(x)Chij = 0. (3.4)
The condition (3.4) will be called the SC-condition.
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Lemma 3.5. If a Finsler manifold satisfies the F-condition (3.3), then it satisfies the SC-
condition (3.4).
Proof. Assume that (M,F ) satisfies (3.3) so that
fi(x)g
ij = bj(x),
where bj are smooth functions on M . From which,
fi = b
jgij.
Differentiating the above relation with respect to yk, we get
bi(x)Cijk = 0.
This means that (M,F ) satisfies the SC-condition (3.4).
Remark 3.6. The converse of the above result is not true in general. In fact, if (M,F ) satisfies
the SC-condition, then, by (3.4), ∂
∂yk
(Bi gij) = 0. Then, by integration, B
i gij = λj(x) and
Bi = λj(x) g
ij. Now, by differentiation both sides with respect to yk, we find that λj(x)C
ij
k = 0.
Therefore, the F-condition (3.3) is satisfied only in the case when λj(x) represents the gradient of
a non-constant function f ∈ C∞(M). This shows in particular that the SC-condition is weaker
than the F-condition.
In view of Lemma 3.5, one can observe that the above mentioned conditions (3.1)-(3.4) are
interrelated as follows:
CC-condition =⇒ F -condition =⇒ SC-condition,
C-condition =⇒ SC-condition.
Consequently, the SC-condition is the weakest condition and hence the most general one. In
the following we shall be concerned mainly with the SC-case: Bi Cijk = 0. In fact, if a problem
is solved in the SC-case, it would be also solved in the CC-, F - and C-cases. Moreover, the
non-existence of a semi-concurrent vector field (the SC-condition is not satisfied) implies the
non-existence of concurrent vector fields and the non-satisfaction of both the CC-condition and
the F -condition.
Property 3.7. In the F-case, the functions f i(x) defined by f i(x) := fkg
ik are functions of x
only. Indeed,
∂f i
∂yj
=
∂
∂yj
(fk(x)g
ik) = fk(x)
∂gik
∂yj
= 0.
So when we lower (or raise) the index of f i (or fi) the result is always functions of x only.
one can easily show that the same property is valid for the other three conditions .
Lemma 3.8. For the nonzero functions Bi satisfying (3.4), if the scalars α and α′ satisfy
αBi + α′yi = 0, (3.5)
then α = α′ = 0, which means that the two vector fields Bi(x) and yi are independent.
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Proof. Contraction of (3.5) by yi and Bi, respectively, gives rise to the system:
B0α + F
2α′ = 0,
B2α +B0α
′ = 0,
where B0 := Bi y
i = Bi yi and B
2 = BiB
i. We regard this system as a system of algebraic
equations in the unknowns α and α′. Let us show first that B0 and B
2 F 2 −B20 are nonzero.
Seeking for a contradiction, assume that B0 = 0, so Bi y
i = 0. Differentiation with respect
to yj gives Bj = 0. Since M is connected, it follows that B(x) is a constant function on M ,
which is a contradiction.
Now, assume that B2 F 2 − B20 = 0, then we have B
2 −
B2
0
F 2
= 0. Differentiation both sides
with respect to yi, we get
0 = −
1
F 2
(
2B0
∂B0
∂yi
)
+
2
F 3
B20
∂F
∂yi
= −
2
F 2
B0Bi +
2
F 3
B20 li, or Bi =
B0
F
li.
Again, differentiating Bi =
B0
F
li with respect to y
j, we obtain
Bj
F
li −
B0
F 2
li lj +
B0
F 2
hij = 0,
and using Bi =
B0
F
li, we get
B0
f2
hij = 0, which is a contradiction. Hence, we have
B0 6= 0, B
2 F 2 − B20 6= 0. (3.6)
Finally, since B2F 2 − B20 6= 0, the above system has only the trivial solution; that is,
α = α′ = 0.
Theorem 3.9. Let (M,F ) be a Finsler manifold. In each of the following cases
(a) (M,F ) is two-dimensional,
(b) (M,F ) is three-dimensional such that F (x,−y) = F (x, y),
(c) (M,F ) is C-reducible,
(d) (M,F ) is Berwaldian with det (Bi|j) 6= 0,
if the Finsler manifold (M,F ) satisfies the SC-condition (3.4), then it is Riemannian.
Proof.
(a) The Cartan tensor Cijk of a two-dimensional Finsler manifold is given by
FCijk = Jηiηjηk,
where ηi is an orthogonal vector to y
i and J is the Berwald main scalar [1]. Contracting by Bi,
we have
J Biηiηjηk = 0,
If Bi ηi = 0, then this leads to B
i = µyi, which contradicts Lemma 3.8. Hence, J = 0 and so
Cijk = 0.
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(b) Making use of Lemma 3.8, the proof can be carried out in a similar manner as in [9] for
concurrent vector fields.
(c) As (M,F ) is C-reducible, then by (2.1) we have
Cijk = hijCk + hkiCj + hjkCi.
Contracting the above equation by BjBk, we get BiBj hijCk = 0. We have the following impli-
cation
BiBjhijCk = 0 =⇒ B
iBj(gij − lilj)Ck = 0
=⇒ (B2 − B20/F
2)Ck = 0
=⇒ (B2F 2 − B20)Ck = 0
=⇒ Ck = 0, in view of (3.6).
(d) As (M,F ) is Berwaldian, Cijk|h = 0 and as det (B
i
|j) 6= 0, then B
i
|j Z
i
k = δ
i
k, where (Z
i
k)
denotes the inverse of (Bi|j). Now, by the SC-condition, B
i Cijk = 0. Then we have the following
implications:
Bi Cijk = 0 =⇒ (B
i Cijk)|h = 0
=⇒ Bi|hCijk = 0
=⇒ Zhr B
i
|hCijk = 0
=⇒ Crjk = 0.
This completes the proof.
Corollary 3.10. If Bi is a concurrent vector field, then (d) is true without any condition, since
in this case Bi|j = −δ
i
j. Moreover, the same result is also true for the Landsbergian case. This
retrieves some results of Matsumoto [9].
Remark 3.11. It is to be noted that part (a) of the above theorem generalizes the main result
of [3]. The last is retrieved from (a) by letting Bi be a gradient of a non-constant function on
M.
Theorem 3.12. A semi-C-reducible Finsler manifold (M,F ) satisfying the SC-condition (3.4)
is either Riemannian or C2-like.
Proof. It is to be noted first that the condition Bi Cijk = 0 leads to B
i Ci = 0. Now, contracting
(2.2) by BiBj and using the fact that B2F 2 − B20 6= 0 (3.6), we get rB
iBjhijCk = 0, hence,
rBiBjhijCk = 0 =⇒ rB
iBj(gij − lilj)Ck = 0
=⇒ r(B2 − B20/F
2)Ck = 0
=⇒ r(B2F 2 − B20)Ck = 0
=⇒ rCk = 0,
then either r = 0, which implies that the space is C2-like, or Ci = 0, which implies that the space
is Riemannian.
Remark 3.13. It should be noted that if g is not positive definite, then the condition Ci = 0
does not necessarily imply that (M, F ) is Riemannain [2]. This can be shown by the following
example (where the calculations have been performed using Maple program [18]).
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Take M = R3, and F = f(x)(y1 y2 y3)
1
3 . The Finsler function F is not defined on the whole
TR3, it is defined on the domain D = TR3 − {(xi, yi) ∈ TR
3 | yi 6= 0}.
The components of the metric are:
g11 = −
1
9
f(x) (y2 y3)
2
(y1 y2 y3)
4
3
, g12 =
2
9
f(x) y1 y2 y
2
3
(y1 y2 y3)
4
3
,
g13 =
2
9
f(x)y1 y
2
2 y3
(y1 y2 y3)
4
3
, g22 = −
1
9
f(x) (y1 y3)
2
(y1 y2 y3)
4
3
,
g23 =
2
9
f(x)y21 y2 y3
(y1 y2 y3)
4
3
, g33 = −
1
9
f(x) (y1 y2)
2
(y1 y2 y3)
4
3
.
Hence, the components of Cartan tensor are:
C111 =
2
27
f(x) (y2 y3)
3
(y1 y2 y3)
7
3
, C112 = −
1
27
f(x) y1 y
2
2 y
3
3
(y1 y2 y3)
7
3
,
C113 = −
1
27
f(x) y1 y
3
2 y
2
3
(y1 y2 y3)
7
3
, C122 = −
1
27
f(x) y21y2 y
3
3
(y1 y2 y3)
7
3
,
C123 =
2
27
f(x) (y2 y3)
2 y31
(y1 y2 y3)
7
3
, C133 = −
1
27
f(x) y21 y
3
2 y3
(y1 y2 y3)
7
3
,
C222 =
2
27
f(x) (y1 y3)
3
(y1 y2 y3)
7
3
, C223 = −
1
27
f(x) y31 y2 y
2
3
(y1 y2 y3)
7
3
,
C233 = −
1
27
f(x) y31 y
2
2 y3
(y1 y2 y3)
7
3
, C333 =
2
27
f(x) (y1 y2)
3
(y1 y2 y3)
7
3
.
We note that, Ci = 0, for all i, although the space is not Riemannian.
Moreover, in the above example, although BiCi = 0, we do not have B
i Cijk = 0. For
example,
Bi Ci11 =
1
27
f(x) (2B1 y2 y3 − B
2 y1 y3 − B
3 y1 y2)
y21 (y1 y2 y3)
1
3
6= 0.
Therefore, the above space does not admit a semi-concurrent vector field.
Remark 3.14. As a by-product, the above example shows the necessity of the condition F (−y) =
F (y) in part (2) of Theorem 3.9.
The T-tensor is defined by [11]
Thijk = F Chij|k + Chij lk + Chik lj + Chjk li + Cijk lh.
It is well-known that if (M,F ) is Riemannian, then the T-tensor vanishes. But the converse is
not true in general. The next result shows that the converse is true in the case where (M,F )
satisfies the SC-condition (3.4).
Theorem 3.15. A Finsler manifold satisfying the SC-condition is Riemannian if and only if the
T-tensor Thijk vanishes.
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Proof. We first show that the vertical covariant derivative of Bi vanishes identically. Indeed,
Bi|k = ∂˙kB
i +Bm C imk = ∂˙kB
i = 0,
since Bi are functions of x only.
Let the T-tensor vanish, then
F Chij|k + Chij lk + Chik lj + Chjk li + Cijk lh = 0.
Contracting by Bi, and taking into account that Bi|k = 0, we find that
B0
F
Chjk = 0. Since
B0 6= 0 by (3.6), it follows that Chjk = 0.
Let us write
Tij := Tijhk g
hk = F Ci|j + li Cj + lj Ci.
We have the following immediate result.
Corollary 3.16. A Finsler manifold satisfying SC-condition is Riemannian if and only if the
tensor Tij vanishes.
Remark 3.17. Theorem 3.15 and corollary 3.16 generalize the corresponding results of Masumoto-
Eguchi [9] for concurrent vector fields.
4 Special case: Concurrent vector fields
As far as the authors know the first two papers which introduced the concept of a concurrent
vector field on Finsler manifolds are Tachibana [15] and Masumoto-Eguchi [9]. Tachibana claimed
that a necessary and sufficient condition for a Finsler manifold to admit a concurrent vector field
is that its line element is expressible in the form
ds2 = (dxn)2 + (xn)2H(xα, dxα), α = 1, ..., n− 1, (4.1)
where H(xα, dxα) is the square of the line element of an arbitrary (n − 1)-dimensional Finsler
manifold.
Theorem 4.1. [Tachibana]
A Finsler manifold (M,F ) admits a concurrent vector field if and only if F satisfies (4.1).
Matsumoto and Eguchi [9] remarked however that the proof of Tachibana’s theorem is not
clear. In his book [6], Matsumoto argued that, for metrics of the form (4.1), the vector field
(0, ..., 0,−Xn) is certainly concurrent, but he could not see that the necessity of Tachibana’s
theorem should hold. In the following we prove that the form (4.1) implies that the metric is
actually Riemannain.
Theorem 4.2. A (regular) Finsler metric of the form (4.1) is Riemannian.
Proof. Equation (4.1) can be written, in terms of the energy function E, in the form
E = (yn)2 + (xn)2H(xα, yα), α = 1, ..., n− 1.
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Since E is a Finslerian energy function, then it is smooth on the whole of TM and par-
ticularly on the direction (0, ..., 0, yn). Consequently, H is also smooth on TM and partic-
ularly on the direction (0, ..., 0, yn). But H does not depend on yn and hence the section
(0, ..., 0, yn)(≡ {(0x, ..., 0x, y
n); x ∈ M}) can be identified with the zero section of the (n − 1)-
dimensional space. Now, H is smooth, and particularly C2 on (0, ..., 0, yn) ≡ (0, ..., 0) and
homogenous of degree 2, then H is a polynomial of degree 2. Hence, H is quadratic in y, which
means that E is Riemannian.
As a direct consequence of Theorem 4.2, we have
Theorem 4.3. Assuming that Tachibana’s theorem is true, a Finsler metric admitting a con-
current vector field is Riemannian. Consequently, there is no regular Finsler non-Riemannian
metric admitting a concurrent vector field.
A natural question arises: Is a conic Finsler metric of the form (4.1) admitting a con-
current vector field Riemannian? The following example gives a negative answer. It gives a
non-Riemannian conic Finsler metric of the form (4.1) which admits a concurrent vector field.
Example 1. Let M = R3 and E be given by
E = y23 + x
2
3H = y
2
3 + x
2
3
(√
y21 + x
2
1y
2
2 + ǫy2
)2
.
where H is a 2-dimensional Finsler metric of Randers type given by
H =
√
y21 + x
2
1y
2
2 + ǫy2.
One can easily show that E is not smooth on the directions (0, 0,±1). Hence, E is defined on
the conic set D ⊂ TM ,
D = TM − {(xi, yi) ∈ TM | y
2
1 + y
2
2 6= 0}.
The components gij of the metric tensor are given by
g11 =
x23 (ǫ x
4
1 y
5
2 + ǫ x
2
1 y
2
1 y
3
2 +
√
y21 + x
2
1 y
2
2 (x
2
1 y
2
2 (y
2
1 + x
2
1 y
2
2)− x
2
1 y
2
1 y
2
2 + 2 y
2
1 (y
2
1 + x
2
1 y
2
2)− y
4
1))
(y21 + x
2
1 y
2
2)
5/2
,
g22 =
x23 (2 ǫ x
4
1 y
3
2 + 3 ǫ x
2
1 y
2
1 y2 + x
2
1 (y
2
1 + x
2
1 y
2
2)
3/2 + ǫ2 (y21 + x
2
1 y
2
2)
3/2)
(y21 + x
2
1 y
2
2)
3/2
,
g12 =
ǫ x23 y
3
1
(y21 + x
2
1 y
2
2)
3/2
, g33 = 1.
The components Cijk of the Cartan tensor are given by
C111 = −
3
2
ǫ x21 x
2
3 y1 y
3
2
(y21 + x
2
1 y
2
2)
5/2
, C112 =
3
2
ǫ x21 x
2
3 y
2
1 y
2
2
(y21 + x
2
1 y
2
2)
5/2
C122 = −
3
2
ǫ x21 x
2
3 y
3
1 y2
(y21 + x
2
1 y
2
2)
5/2
, C222 =
3
2
ǫ x21 x
2
3 y
4
1
(y21 + x
2
1 y
2
2)
5/2
.
This metric admits a concurrent vector field given by B1(x) = B2(x) = 0, B3(x) = x3. Moreover,
if we let B3 = f(x), an arbitrary function of x, then B = (0, 0, f(x)) is a semi-concurrent vector
field. Clearly, the given metric is not Riemannian.
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5 Examples in dimension 4
As has been shown, the problem mentioned in the introduction is completely solved for the
2-dimensional case and also for several specific cases, where the Finsler manifold under consid-
eration is subject to certain conditions. It turns out that in the general case (dimM ≥ 3 and
no additional restrictions), a Finsler metric of the form (4.1) admitting a concurrent vector field
is necessarily Riemannian, whereas a conic Finsler metric of the the same form (4.1) admitting
a concurrent vector field is not necessarily Riemannian. In what follows we present some exam-
ples of Riemannian and conic Finslerian metrics admitting semi-concurrent vector fields. In the
examples considered all calculations are preformed using Maple program [18].
Let us consider the manifold M = R4. A general form of a Finsler metric admitting a
semi-concurrent vector field is given by:
E = y1(F1(x)y2 + y4)F2
(
(A1x1 + A2x2 + A3x3 + A4x4 + A7)y1 + A5y2 + A6y3
y1
)
+F3
(
x,−
A5y2 + A6y3
y1
)
y21 − F4(x)(A5y
2
2 + A6y2y3) + F5(x)y
2
1 (5.1)
+F6(x)y1y2 + F7(x)y
2
2 + F8(x)y
2
4,
where A1, ..., A7 are arbitrary constants and F1, ..., F8 are arbitrary smooth functions on TM or
a subset of TM such that E is an energy function.
By appropriate choices of A1, ..., A7;F1, ..., F8, the energy function E may be Riemannian or
conic (pseudo) Finslerian which admits semi-concurrent vector fields, as shown below.
To find the components of the required semi-concurrent vector field B = (B1, B2, B3, B4), we
first find the metric components gij corresponding to the above energy function. From this we
calculate the Cartan tensor components Cijk. The required components of the semi-concurrent
vector field B are then obtained by solving the system of equations BhChij = 0. These turn out
to be
B1 = 0
B2 = f(x); f(x) 6= 0
B3 = −
A5
A6
f(x)
B4 = −f(x)F1(x).
The next examples, corresponding to different choices of the Ai’s and Fi’s represent some special
classes of (5.1).
Example 2. Set
A1 = A2 = A3 = A4 = A7 = 0; F1(x) = F4(x) = 0, F2(u) = u, F3(x, u) = u
2
in (5.1) to obtain
E = y4(A5y2 + A6y3) + (A5y2 + A6y3)
2 + F5(x)y
2
1 + F6(x)y1y2 + F7(x)y
2
2 + F8(x)y
2
4.
This choice yields the metric components
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g =


F5(x)
1
2
F6(x) 0 0
1
2
F6(x) A
2
5 + F7(x) A5A6
1
2
A5
0 A5A6 A
2
6
1
2
A6
0 1
2
A5
1
2
A6 F8(x)

 .
Clearly, the above matrix has rank 4, and so g is non-degenerate. Consequently, g is a pseudo-
Riemannian metric. This metric is positive definite if the leading principal minors of the above
matrix are all positive. By some computations, the leading principal minors of g are
F5, A
2
5F5 + F5F7 −
F 26
4
,
A26
4
(4F5F7 − F
2
6 ),
A26
16
(4F5F7 − F
2
6 )(4F8 − 1).
Hence, the metric g is is Riemannian if F5 > 0, F5F7 >
F 2
6
4
, F8 >
1
4
.
Example 3. Set
A1 = A2 = A3 = A4 = A5 = A7 = 0; F1(x) = F4(x) = 0, F2(u) = u, F3(x, u) = u
4
in (5.1) so that
E = A6y3y4 +
A46 y
4
3
y21
+ F5(x)y
2
1 + F6(x)y1y2 + F7(x)y
2
2 + F8(x)y
2
4.
This energy function represents a conic Finslerian metric whose conic domain has the form
D = {(x, y) ∈ TM | y1 6= 0}.
The metric g is given by
g =


3A4
6
y4
3
+F5(x)y41
y4
1
1
2
F6(x) −
4A4
6
y3
3
y3
1
0
1
2
F6(x) F7(x) 0 0
−
4A4
6
y3
3
y3
1
0
6A4
6
y2
3
y2
1
1
2
A6
0 0 1
2
A6 F8(x)

 .
As the matrix g has rank 4, the metric tensor g is thus pseudo-Finslerian. It can be shown that
the leading principal minors of g are:
3A46y
4
3 + 5y
4
1
y41
,
12A46F7y
4
3 − F
2
6 y
4
1 + 20F7y
4
1
4y41
,
A46y
2
3(4A
4
6F7y
4
3 + 3F
2
6 y
4
1 + 24F6y
3
1y3 + 60F7y
4
1)
2y61
,
A26(32A
6
6F7F8y
6
3 − 12A
4
6F7y
2
1y
4
3 − 24A
2
6F
2
6F8y
4
1y
2
3 + 480A
2
6F7F8y
4
1y
2
3 + F
2
6 y
6
1 − 20F7y
6
1)
16y61
.
Therefore, g is conic Finslerian if the above leading principal minors are all positive. The non-
vanishing components of Cartan tensor are
C111 = −
6A46 y
4
3
y51
, C113 =
6A46 y
3
3
y41
, C133 = −
6A46 y
2
3
y31
, C333 =
6A46 y3
y21
In this case, the semi-concurrent vector fields B is given by
B1 = B3 = B4 = 0, B2 = f(x); f(x) 6= 0,
with BhChij = 0.
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Example 4. The following choice of some arbitrary constants and functions in (5.1), namely
A1 = A2 = A3 = A4 = A7 = 0; F2(u) = u
2, F3(x, u) = u, F4 = 0,
represents a more nontrivial example of a conic pseudo-Finsler metric defined by
E =
(F1(x) y2 + y4)(A5 y2 + A6 y3)
2
y1
−(A5 y2+A6 y3)y1+F5(x) y
2
1+F6(x) y1 y2+F7(x) y
2
2+F8(x) y
2
4.
The non-vanishing components of the metric tensor are given by
g11 =
A5
2y2
2(F1(x) y2 + y4) + 2A5A6 F1(x)y2y3(y2 + y4) + A6
2 y3
2(F1(x) y2 + y4) + 5y1
3
y13
g12 = −
1
2
A5
2 y2(3F1(x) y2 + 2 y4) + 4A5A6 F1(x)y2 y3 + A6
2 F1(x) y3
2 + 2A5A6 y3 y4 − F6(x) y1
2
y12
g22 =
3A5
2 F1(x) y2 + 2A5A6 F1(x) y3 ++A5
2 y4 + F7(x) y1
y1
g13 = −
1
2
A6 (2A5F1(x) y2
2 + 2A6 F1(x) y2y3 + 2A5 y2 y4 + 2A6 y3 y4 + y1
2)
y12
,
g23 =
A6 (2A5 F1(x) y2 + A6 F1(x) y3 + A5 y4)
y1
, g14 = −
1
2
(A5 y2 + A6 y3)
2
y12
g24 =
A5 (A5 y2 + A6 y3)
y1
, g33 =
A6
2 (F1(x) y2 + y4)
y1
g34 =
A6 (A5 y2 + A6 y3)
y1
, g44 = F8(x)
Therefore, the non-vanishing components of Cartan tensor are given by
C111 = −
3
2
A5 y2
2(F1(x)[A5y2 + 2A6y3] + A5y4) + A6
2 y3
2(F1(x) y2 + y4) + 2A5A6 y2 y3 y4
y14
C112 =
1
2
3A25 F1(x) y2
2 + 4A5A6 F1(x) y2 y3 + A6
2 F1(x) y3
2 + 2A5
2 y2 y4 + 2A5A6 y3 y4
y13
C113 =
A6 (A5 F1(x)y2
2 + A6 F1(x) y2 y3 + A5 y2 y4 + A6 y3 y4)
y13
C122 = −
1
2
A5 (3A5 F1(x) y2 + 2A6F1(x) y3 + A5 y4)
y12
C123 = −
1
2
A6 (2A5 F1(x) y2 + A6 F1(x) y3 + A5 y4)
y21
13
C124 = −
1
2
A5 (A5 y2 + A6 y3)
y21
, C133 = −
1
2
A26(F1(x) y2 + y4)
y21
C134 = −
1
2
A6 (A5 y2 + A6 y3)
y21
, C222 =
3
2
A25 F1(x)
y1
C223 =
A6A5 F1(x)
y1
, C224 =
1
2
A25
y1
C233 =
1
2
A26 F1(x)
y1
, C234 =
1
2
A6A5
y1
C114 =
1
2
A25y2
2 + 2A5A6 y2 y3 + A6
2 y3
2
y13
, C334 =
1
2
A26
y1
.
The semi-concurrent vector field B is given by
B(x) = f(x)
∂
∂x2
−
A5
A6
f(x)
∂
∂x3
− f(x)F1(x)
∂
∂x4
, f(x) 6= 0.
Note that in this example most of the components of Cartan tensor and three of the components
of the vector field B are alive.
All the above examples are shown to be either Riemannian or conic (pseudo) Finslerian.
The only two choices in (5.1) that produce a regular metric are the following: A5 = A6 = 0
or F2(u) = u, F3(x, u) = u
2. But these choices yield a quadratic energy, which means that the
metric is Riemannian. We conclude that, in dimension 4, no choice of Ai and Fi in (5.1) can
yield a regular Finsler metric.
All the examples presented in this paper, among other evidences, motivate us to announce
the following conjecture.
Conjuncture
There is no regular Finsler non-Riemannian metric that admits a semi-concurrent vector field.
In other words, a Finsler metric admitting a semi-concurrent vector field is necessarily either
Riemannian or conic Finslerian.
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